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1. Introduction

This report presents a representation formalism for actions and action structures in particular. An action is something that happens in the world, and we won't distinguish between things that are brought about by an agent and things that happen without the direct participation of an agent, but simply use the word action for both cases. This means e.g. that both the occurrence of an earthquake and the occurrence of having dinner will qualify perfectly well as actions. Among the most important characteristics of actions are that they have a duration in time, that they can go on in parallel and that they usually affect the world. Action structures mean more or less complex systems of actions going on in sequence and/or in parallel and possibly interacting and/or interfering with each other. We will for the moment informally define an action structure as a set of actions together with some further information regarding e.g. their relative time order.

Action structures arise in many important application areas for AI, like e.g. autonomous vehicles, automated manufacturing, robotics, natural language processing, office information systems, intelligent operating systems, reasoning about physical processes etc. An example from the first of these areas will follow later in this report.

It is desirable that a practical system incorporating reasoning about action structures is based on a solid theoretical ground. This has not always been true for systems developed so far, and it is sometimes unclear what is actually going on inside those systems. We think that this calls for an increased effort in research about action structures, and especially how to formally represent them in order to get a clearer understanding of what is going on. Such a formalism must also be flexible enough to support different kinds of reasoning about action structures, such as planning, plan projection, replanning, plan execution, plan monitoring and plan recognition. Most of these topics appear in most of the application areas mentioned above, so we think that it is important to be able to use the same formalism for all of them.

Planning is probably the one of the above topics that has been given the most attention in AI research, and it has been a hot topic for at least 20 years. Despite this, almost all of the work done has used the simplifying assumptions that actions have no duration in time and that all actions go on in sequence, and they do therefore not suffice for our purpose. A good summary of the state of the art in this kind of planning has been written by Chapman [Cha87].
During the past 5 years or so, there has been an increased interest in parallel actions, and some works in this area are discussed in section 8 of this report.

Some of the non-AI branches of computer science has been dealing with parallel actions for a long time in e.g. operating systems, shared data bases and concurrent programming languages. These applications do, however, almost alway use some kind of explicit synchronization or predefined order of execution for interfering actions, and they usually deal with a very limited set of possible actions.

The remainder of this report presents a formalism that can be used for all the kinds of reasoning mentioned above and where synchronization is implicit in the definition of actions.

2. Basic ideas

Most of the action structure formalisms presented so far in AI have been expressed in logic on the syntactical level, and the semantics has usually been left unattended, except for in the first order logic solutions. Although logic has been the standard tool for most research in knowledge representation, it is not obvious that it is a good or even sufficient tool for representing action structures and many other AI problems. This problem has been discussed by Drew McDermott, who in a recent paper [McDer87] questions whether logic is powerful enough for temporal reasoning. He suggests that a lot of temporal reasoning problems like e.g the frame problem might be impossible to solve with logic, but rather require model theoretic solutions.

The work presented in this report is an extension to an earlier formalism presented in [Bac88], and which is an extension to a formalism presented by Erik Sandewall and Ralph Rönquist in [San86]. Like Sandewall and Rönquist, we will only define the semantics, and leave the question of language open, and we hope that this will lead to fewer problems than usually appear in logic formalisms for temporal reasoning. For further reading on this topic, see [San88]. Another feature with this approach is that there is a choice of what reasoning mechanism to use. An interesting idea would be to do reasoning by constraint propagation on the semantical level instead of logical inference on the syntactical level.
The basic ideas in the approach by Sandewall and Rönnquist are:

- An *action structure* is viewed as a set of actions, each of which has a start point and an end point, and where the set of all such points is partially ordered for time.

- *Partial state* descriptions are used, where each *feature* or proposition in a partial state description can have a definite value (e.g. a truth value, or some other value from a discrete range) or be undefined.

- Each action has a *pre-condition*, a *post-condition* and a *prevail-condition* associated with it, and all three of these are expressed as partial states. The pre-condition and post-condition characterize what must hold at the beginning and end of the action, respectively, and the prevail-condition characterizes what must hold for the whole duration of the action.

Although the pre- and post-conditions don’t have to be different, they usually are and so expresses how the action changes the world. The prevail-condition, on the other hand, expresses what must be constant during the whole action, usually because the action requires it to.

3. Keep-conditions

Although pre-, post- and prevail-conditions suffice to express when two actions are allowed to execute in parallel without interfering, they are not sufficient to express when they have to. This is important if two or more actions have to cooperate to succeed in achieving a certain goal. This problem was observed already in [San86] and their formalism did not have the ambition of solving it. In their paper, the problem was, however, nicely exemplified by the 'parking scenario' which is defined as follows. The car in fig. 1 has the goal of parking parallel to the curb, and this problem can in simplified form be described by the following three actions:

- **Reverse**: Keep the car moving in the reverse direction
- **SteerLeft**: Keep the car’s front wheels at an angle pointing left
- **SteerRight**: Keep the car’s front wheels at an angle pointing right

The only action plan that will actually park the car as requested is to first do SteerRight, then do SteerLeft and to do Reverse in parallel to both the other actions (fig. 2). All these actions affect a common feature, namely the position of the car, but it is nevertheless necessary to do Reverse in parallel with the Steer actions. E.g. doing all three actions in sequence, would not produce the
desired result, but rather relocate the car to somewhere further back in the same lane as it started in.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

The solution we propose in this report is to associate with each action a fourth condition, the *keep-condition*, which states what will hold during the execution of the action as a cause of executing it. An action can now be implicitly forced to execute during the execution of another action by having a prevail-condition that is equal to the keep-condition of the latter action. A fifth condition called the force-condition will also be introduced to aid planning and plan observation.

The following three sections gives an informal presentation of the formalism. A formal presentation will not be given in this report since the formalism in [Bäc88] can easily be extended to cover the concept of keep-conditions.
4. Partial world states

It is assumed that the world under consideration can be modelled by a finite number of features. Every feature can take on any value from a corresponding predefined domain of values. The values of the feature domain can be any discrete range like e.g. the truth values domain \{T, F\}, the qualitative domain \{+, 0, -\}, the natural numbers, some subset thereof or a set of landmark values and the intermediate intervals. Each feature domain is also extended with the value \textit{u} meaning unknown. A truth-valued domain will thus be very much like a three valued logic (see e.g. [Tur84]).

The cartesian product of the feature domains form the set of partial world states (they are partial because features are allowed to be undefined). By using partial states, we can express that some features are not affected by a certain action by leaving these features undefined. This means that two actions can execute in parallel without interfering if all features that are defined by the first action are undefined by the second action and vice versa.

5. Actions

With each action, we will associate five conditions expressing how the action relates to the world and to other actions, and all of these conditions are partial world states. The pre-condition expresses what must hold when the action starts and the post-condition expresses what will hold when the action terminates. The prevail-condition expresses what the action requires to hold during its occurrence, and the keep-condition expresses what will hold during its occurrence because of the action itself. The force-condition expresses that the action must be said to occur whenever this condition holds.

A simple action like flipping a switch can often be adequately described by having as pre-condition that the switch is open and as post-condition that the switch is closed. The prevail- and keep-conditions can be left undefined if one does not aim at a to detailed description, but a typical prevail-condition here could be that there is a suitable agent positioned by the switch.

Keep-conditions are mainly intended to describe controller-like actions that keeps some feature at an otherwise unstable value. An example of such an action could be 'Keep the speed at 50 km/h' where the keep condition would be that the speed is 50 km/h. Another very important use of keep conditions
occurs in actions like 'Heat the water until it starts boiling'. Such an action could have as pre- and keep-condition that the water is not boiling and as post-condition that it is boiling. This means that the conditions defines the termination conditions for the action.

Prevail- and keep-conditions are also often used to express implicit synchronization between actions. Consider e.g. the scenario of changing gears in a car with a manual gearbox. Two actions are necessary to perform in this scenario and these are 'Keep the clutch pressed down' and 'Change the gear lever'. These two actions can however not be performed in arbitrary order, since the gear lever must be changed while keeping the clutch pressed down. Any other temporal ordering between these two actions would fail the goal and, in many cases, even destroy the gearbox. The way to solve this problem is to let the gear-changing action have as prevail-condition that the clutch is pressed down, and to let the clutch-pressing action have that same partial state as keep-condition. Since the prevail-condition of the first action is equal to the keep-condition of the other action there is only one valid temporal ordering between these actions, namely the one mentioned above.

Force-conditions, finally, are mainly used for planning or to infer abstract actions from an observed structure of physical actions. The force condition will, if defined, often be equal to the prevail-condition. Consider e.g. the scenario of road traffic. Assume that there are two physical actions Drive and SteerLeft, and that these two actions have as keep-conditions that the car is moving in the forward direction and that its front wheels are pointing left, respectively. An abstract action TurnLeft can now be defined with both prevail- and force-conditions defined as the state where the car is both moving in the forward direction and where its front wheels are pointing to the left. This means that the TurnLeft action occurs iff the car is both moving forward and steering to the left. This information can be used in two ways. A planner can e.g. produce a structure containing the TurnLeft action, and the physical actions really performing the turn are implicitly forced to occur by the definitions of the actions. A plan observer, on the other hand, can work the other way around and observe that the car is moving forward and steering left. It can then, from the definitions of the actions, infer that the car is turning to the left.

There is also a special class of actions called persistence actions and which have the same partial state as both pre-, keep- and post-condition. Such actions are used to carry persistence information in the structure, and
persistence actions are defined for every partial state that can persist. The persistence actions correspond to the Noop actions used in [San86].

6. Action structures

Action structures can briefly be explained as a set of action occurrences and a set of partially ordered time points, and where an action occurrence is an actions together with begin and end time point from that set. The formal definition of action structures is principally the same as in [Bac88], and we will only define the graphical representation here. An action structure can be visualized as an acyclic graph, where the time order is reflected by the direction of the arrows. Full arrows represent actions, dash-dotted arrows represent Persistence actions and dotted arrows represent extra time orderings not reflected by any action arrows. Two actions that must start at the same time originate from the same node in the graph, and analogously for actions that terminate at the same time. If one action starts immediately after the termination of another action, then it must originate from the node the first action terminates at. On the other hand, if some time is allowed to flow between these two actions, there must be a dotted arrow between them.

A very interesting property for action structures is admissibility. The following definition of admissibility is informal and almost correct, and a formal definition can easily be defined in the same way as is done [Bac88].

- The post-conditions of two actions pointing to the same node must not have any defined features in common, and similarly for pre-conditions.
- If a certain feature is defined for some action pointing in to a node, then some action pointing out from that node must specify that same value for that feature, and vice versa.
- For every defined feature in the prevail-condition of an action, there must be an action or chain of actions temporally subsuming this action, and that has the same feature value in its keep-condition.
- For every chain of actions keeping a certain partial state, if there is an action having this state as force-condition, then there must be such an action occurrence temporally subsuming this chain.

An action structure is also admissible if it can fulfill the above requirements by adding some number of persistence actions to it.
The interesting thing with admissible action structures is that they are guaranteed to execute correctly for any temporal ordering which is a strengthening of the original partial ordering.

7. The parking scenario, revisited

The car parking scenario will now be used as an example of action structures. We will, in order to keep the problem small and clear, ignore a lot of important aspects of the scenario like e.g. other parked cars and position along the street. The simplified problem can be described by four feature domains as follows (see fig. 3 for clarification):

- **d:** Distance from right rear wheel to curb. Possible values are {+,0,−,u}.
- **v:** Speed of car. Possible values {+,0,−,u}.
- **Θ:** Orientation of car relative to the curb. Possible values {+,0,−,u}.
- **φ:** Orientation of steering wheels relative to the length axis of the car. Possible values {+,0,−,u}.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 3.

The following action occurrences are needed:

**SteerLeft:**
- Pre: φ=0
- Keep: φ=−
- Post: φ=0
SteerRight:
  Pre: $\varphi=0$
  Keep: $\varphi=+$
  Post: $\varphi=0$

Reverse:
  Pre: $v=0$
  Keep: $v=−$
  Post: $v=0$

ParkRight:
  Force: $v=−, \varphi=+$
  Prevail: $v=−, \varphi=+$
  Pre: $d=+, \Theta=0$
  Keep: $d=+, \Theta=−$
  Post: $d=0, \Theta=−$

ParkLeft:
  Force: $v=−, \varphi=−$
  Prevail: $v=−, \varphi=−$
  Pre: $d=0, \Theta=−$
  Keep: $d=0, \Theta=−$
  Post: $d=0, \Theta=0$

Only the features that are defined for a certain condition are given above, i.e. all other features have the value $u$. These actions are of course not the only actions possible, but they are the only ones needed for this scenario. The Reverse actions starts with the car not moving, keeps the car moving backwards during its execution and finally terminates with the car not moving. The SteerLeft and SteerRight actions work in the same way as Reverse but they affect the front wheel angle instead of the speed. The ParkRight action occurs iff the car is steering right and reversing at the same time and the orientation of the car is initially 0. As soon as the action starts, the orientation of the car will immediately change to a negative value and will remain so when the action terminates. The ParkRight action is furthermore defined so that it goes on as long as the car is distant from the curb, and terminates as soon as the right rear wheel has reached the curb. The ParkLeft action similarly occurs iff the car is steering left and reversing, and it keeps the distance to the curb at the 0 value and terminates as soon as the car is parallel to the curb.
We won't explicitly list all persistence actions here, but trust the reader to see which feature values can persist.

The initial world state is
\[ d=+, v=0, \Theta=0, \varphi=0 \]
i.e. the car is distant from the curb, not moving, parallel to the curb and has its steering wheels pointing straight forward. The goal state is similarly
\[ d=0, v=0, \Theta=0, \varphi=0 \]
i.e. exactly as the initial state except that the distance between the car and the curb is 0.

The only admissible action structure leading from the initial state to the goal state is shown in fig. 4. This is the maximally flexible plan that a planner could produce, since no other time constraints than the absolutely necessary ones are specified. Note e.g. that SteerRight may start before Reverse but never later than the start of Reverse. The chain ParkRight-ParkLeft and the action Reverse, on the other hand, must necessarily go on exactly in parallel for any correct execution of the plan.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 4.**

Note that this is only a very simplified scenario, and that a real problem would require a more detailed description. It would e.g. be necessary to have a more detailed coordinate representation, and to take other cars into account. Some of the actions should probably be represented as several actions. Special monitoring actions could e.g. be used to monitor the distance to the curb, and the reversing action could be replaced by acceleration, retardation and speed-keeping actions. One could also have separate actions specifying the acceleration in their keep-conditions and other actions having the acceleration as prevail- and force-conditions and specifying the resulting speed in their keep-conditions.
8. Related works

Temporal logics are usually very powerful but also too complex for temporal reasoning in many AI applications. The most referenced early works on temporal logics for AI have been done by Drew McDermott [McDer82] and James Allen [All84], but neither of them gives formal descriptions of the underlying semantics. A recent paper by Yoav Shoham [Sho87] presents a temporal logic with a formal semantics, and which subsumes both Allens and McDermotts systems, while also being a cleaner and more powerful approach.

Both Mike Georgeff [Geo86] and Amy Lansky [Lan86] have presented formalisms for events and causality. In both formalisms, events can be simultaneous but have no duration in time so it is not possible to express that an event occurs during another event.

Edwin Pednault [Ped86] expresses structures of parallel actions in an ordinary sequential planning formalism. Functions are used to describe how parameters change over time, and the history can be described by a sequence of time points at which any such function is replaced. Our approach provides more advanced synchronization and supports actions hierarchies. Pednaults formalism, on the other hand, can represent continuous change, which is probably indispensable to many AI applications.

An early work was carried out by Gary Hendrix [Hen73], but his system was mainly a plan execution simulator, and there was no formal description except for some pieces of program code. His actions were STRIPS-like operators, but augmented with two extra conditions. One of these expresses how some parameter will change over time during the action and the other expresses the conditions for termination.
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